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INTRODUCTION
The objective of Class Reads is to inform and support teachers
and librarians, to build knowledge of excellent children’s literature
and to bring some of the best voices in Irish writing into the
classroom through both the recommended texts and activities and
the video pieces. So much is asked of teachers across all areas of
the curriculum, as well as extracurricular activities; Class Reads
will help to showcase appropriate texts that are excellent, diverse
and contemporary and that will spark students’ imaginations in
the classroom. The resource guide will build confidence to bring
literature into the classroom in new and exciting ways by giving
you fresh tools to play with and opening the door to a wealth of
wonderful literature that can excite and draw in young readers,
giving them not just space to learn to read, or to engage with
English as an examinable subject, but also access to a rich artform
through poetry, prose and illustration.

Children’s Books Ireland is frequently asked by teachers and
librarians to recommend class novels for students of all ages, and
it has long been an ambition of ours to give due consideration to
the supports needed to reinvigorate how children in primary and
secondary school engage with books and reading. Our ultimate
aim is for students to find books that will delight, entertain and
connect with them, and for teachers and librarians to feel supported and to have useful resources to draw from. We want students
all over the island to feel excited about reading, to pick up a book
or have it read to them and to say ‘This book is class!’ Hence the
title – we have selected books that we think are class reads for
classrooms.
In developing Class Reads we consulted with teachers at primary
and secondary level in the Republic of Ireland and Northern
Ireland. The package we designed following this process includes
recommended reading lists focusing on great class novels, broken
down by class groupings, including texts in English and Irish
and highlighting excellent artists including many from the island
of Ireland. Each list includes reviews of twenty-four books,
four of which have been selected as the subject of a detailed
resource guide including suggested ways to interact with the
novels. Being conscious of budget and real ways of working,
these guides will also give you the tools to facilitate high quality
creative engagement with any work of children’s literature.
These downloadable, printable packs are supported by five short
videos featuring authors and illustrators from all over the island
of Ireland, some directed at the adults who influence children’s
reading and others speaking directly to children and young people
in classrooms and giving them creative activities to help them
engage with any book they have to hand.

We welcome your feedback on Class Reads – if you have
suggestions for how we might improve future iterations or books
that have worked well in your classroom or want to let us know
how these resources have impacted on your teaching practice,
please get in touch by emailing us at info@childrensbooksireland.ie
Thank you for taking the first step and downloading Class Reads.
For more recommended reading, including themed lists and our
annual reading guide, visit www.childrensbooksireland.ie
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ENGAGING WITH A NOVEL:
WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR
The way you read a book is unique to you. You bring your experience, your thoughts and ideas, your personality, to a book that may have
been written last year or a century ago. No one else will read that book the way you do – and that’s incredibly important. It means that your
opinions about the book and the way you respond to it, the reactions you have because of what you have read, cannot be replicated. What
you think about the books you read matters.
The five elements listed below are usually the main access points into a novel for a reader. A good novel should ask something of the reader.
It should make you think. It should stay with you after you’ve finished reading it. And while it might not change your opinions, it should
encourage you to question them – and it should enrich your perspective on the world.

Characters
The characters are your way into the story. Depending on who the author wants you to follow through the novel, you’ll either end up
identifying with a protagonist (hero) or gaining a deeper understanding of an antagonist (anti-hero).
•

Are the characters believable? Do they look and act and think and speak like real people? Could you imagine meeting them in the
real world? How does the author bring them to life? Do you get an insight into their feelings and thoughts?

•

Are the characters relatable? Do you understand and recognise their experiences, and can you identify with their reactions? Even if
it’s a fantasy novel, the experiences of the characters should resonate with you.

•

Are they representative? Do they reflect the people in your community and society? If not, is there a valid reason for this?

Settings
A sense of place in a story is really important. Can you see the setting of the story in your mind’s eye? Does it feel like a real place to you?
How does the author achieve this?
•

Through description?

•

Through local history?

•

Through the characters’ connection to the locations in the story?

•

Through maps or illustrations?

Plot
Sometimes you find yourself reading a quiet story where, technically, not a lot happens in terms of events. This might be because the
author is focusing on the emotional lives of the characters and everything is very true to life. But sometimes you’ll read a book that’s very
plot-driven – in other words, a lot of things happen, often in quick succession! There’s a difference between plot and narrative: the plot is
the events that drive the story along; the narrative is the story itself and the ideas and themes it contains. While you read, think about the
following:
•

Does the sequence of events make sense?

•

Is the pacing even? Does it feel like the author is always in control of the plot or does it feel out of control?

•

Do the plot and the narrative complement each other? Do the events leave room for the story to develop?
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Ideas and Themes
Many stories have universal themes woven through them: love, conflict, friendship, intolerance and so on. What matters is how these themes
affect the central characters in the story and the communities and societies they’re a part of.
You can find countless ideas in a story. One character might have a particular political or religious viewpoint and another character might
disagree or hold a different belief. This is how ideas are discussed in novels and the best authors will use their characters to provide a rounded
exploration of big ideas.
As you’re reading your particular novel, try and keep track of the ideas that are discussed directly by the characters or the ideas that the
novel indirectly makes you think about.

Language
There are as many different types of language as there are conversations or stories in the world. Here are a few examples:
•

persuasive language

•

argumentative language

•

descriptive language

•

analytical language

•

emotive language

As you read, ask yourself constantly why the author has chosen the particular words or language they’re using.
•

Does the author use language to create a certain tone or mood in the story?

•

Is the language formal or informal? In other words, does it sound like everyday conversation written down or is it more
complicated?

•

Is the language rich or sparse? Does the author use a lot of words or very few?

•

Does the language flow? Is it easy to follow or does it demand that you read it slowly, to try and take in all the information it holds?

•

Does it sound contemporary, like it’s current? Or does it sound archaic, like it comes from the past?
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GENERAL PICTUREBOOK QUESTIONS
AND ACTIVITIES
QUESTIONS
Before You Read: Anticipating
1.

Look at the title, typography and illustration on the front cover. What do you think this book is about? What atmosphere is
created?
2. Does the title and/or cover make you want to read the book? Why or why not?
3. What is your first impression of the character(s) on the cover? What do you think the relationship is between them, if more than
one is present?
4. Look at the back cover and the illustrations inside the covers (if any). How do they add to your overall impression of the book? Do
they change what you think the book will be about?

After You Read: Ref lecting
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Look back at your answers to the earlier questions. Have your views changed since reading the book?
Did you enjoy the story? Why or why not?
What part of the story did you enjoy the most?
Were there any parts of the story where you really wanted to turn the page to find out what happened next? What made you feel
this way?
What did you think of the ending? Why do you think the writer ended the story this way?
Who was your favourite character and why?
How would you describe the setting? Would you like to visit this setting?
What was your favourite picture or spread (two facing pages) from the book? Describe it.
Did you like the typography? Can you point out cases where the illustrator played with font? Why might they do this?
Do you think the cover illustration was strong? Would you have picked something else? Why or why not?
Do you like the colours used in the pictures?
How do the pictures make you feel?
Do you think this picturebook is best read at any particular time of day?
Why do you think the illustrator included so many of a particular item in the pictures?
Does the illustrator show us anything that the writer does not mention?

For Older Readers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

What words would you use to describe the different characters in the book?
Could you relate to any of the characters?
Who is telling the story? Is this a good choice?
What is the main conflict or problem at the heart of this story?
What techniques do the author and illustrator each use to make you want to turn the page?
Do you think the illustrator does a good job of giving personality to the characters or of showing us how they are feeling? How do
they try to achieve this?
How would you describe the atmosphere of this book? How do the author and illustrator each create this atmosphere?
How do you think the artist created the pictures? What media and tools did they use – for example, pencil, ink, pastels, paint,
collage? What surface did they use – for example, paper, canvas, digital tablet? What technique did they use – for example,
drawing, painting, printmaking and so on? Do you think they made good choices? What effect do their choices create?
How would you describe the illustrator’s style? Are they influenced by any art movements – for example, impressionism, surrealism,
Cubism?
What colour scheme does the illustrator mainly use? Why? Does it ever change? If so, why?
Does the illustrator make use of shading? Why or why not?
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12. How does the illustrator make use of space? Are the pages cluttered or sparse? Do they mainly use full or empty backgrounds, or

13.
14.
15.
16 .
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26 .
27.
28.
29.
30.

alternate between both? Do they mainly use full bleeds (where the images expand right to the edges of the pages), framed panels
or vignettes (small illustrations that fade into the background without a definite border or small ornamental designs) or alternate
between all of these? Are there any montages (images arranged to create a new picture)? Why do you think they made these
choices? What effect do they have?
Why do you think the author included so many or so little background details in some of the pictures? Which are your favourites,
and why?
Is the left page of the spread (two facing pages) used differently to the right page? Are they evenly balanced? Does anything ever
cross the gutter (middle) of the spread? Why or why not?
How does the illustrator show size and scale? How close are we to the characters, and what angle are we viewing them from? What
effect does this create? Do the size and position of figures ever change from page to page? Why or why not?
What sort of shapes are most common in the pictures? How would you describe them – for example, round, angular, organic,
geometric and so on? What effect does using these shapes have?
What sort of line is most common in the illustrations – for example, bold, harsh, soft, broken, scratchy, curvy and so on? How
would you describe the texture of the drawings? What effect does this have?
What do you think of the choice of typography? Think about the typeface, font, spacing, colour, size and placement of the text.
How do these add to the story, if at all?
If the illustrator plays with typography in terms of typeface, font, colour, size, spacing, placement, capitalisation, bolding and
italicisation, and so on, why do they do this? What effects does it have?
Did you enjoy looking at the pictures alongside the text? If you were to take away the words, would you still be able to understand
what was happening in the story? If you were to take away the pictures, would anything be lost?
Are there any parts of the story that you think should have been illustrated but were not?
How do the words and images work together to create a certain effect? Give examples.
When do the illustrations depict the action of the story? When do they expand upon the story? When are they decorative? Do the
text and illustrations ever oppose each other?
Look at the endpapers. How do they relate to the story? Do you think they were a good choice?
Consider the physical book itself. What size and shape is it? Is it portrait or landscape? Is it a hardback, paperback or boardbook?
Do you think these choices suit the story?
Consider how the author and illustrator separately deal with some of the themes of the book. Does one contribute more to a
particular theme than another?
Are sound effects or rhyme used in the book? If so, what effect do they have?
Is there any repetition in the book? If so, what effect does it have?
What age group do you think this book is intended for and why?
Do you think older readers can enjoy picturebooks too?

GENERAL ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Read the book aloud, and do voices for each of the characters. How does this change your experience of the story, if at all?
Have a look at some other picturebooks by the author or illustrator. Note the similarities and differences.
Describe the book in three words, and give it a star rating.
Draw an alternative cover for the book, and change the title if you wish.
Draw a picture of something that was said in the text but not illustrated.
Think of an alternative ending for the book.
Can you create your own picture using the same media, technique and/or style as the illustrator?
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BECK Y ALBERTALLI

SIMON VS. THE HOMO SAPIENS AGENDA
PEN G U IN B O O K S 2015 (PB K ) 303PP £ 7.99 I SB N 9780141356099

When Simon’s emails to the enigmatic Blue are intercepted, he risks losing the boy he likes and facing
a very public outing. This is a touching and heartwarming story about falling in love and being true
to yourself, and an interesting look at coming out in the digital age that will be loved by fans of David
Levithan and Rainbow Rowell. Simon and Blue’s love story is both sweet and realistically relatable and
brilliantly explores the complexities of coming out.
READ ALSO: Leah on the Offbeat by Becky Albertalli
SEE ALSO: https://preview.aer.io/Simon_vs_the_Homo_Sapiens_Agenda-MTA4NTI=?social=1&retail=1
&emailcap=0
https://b0f646cfbd7462424f7a-f9758a43fb7c33cc8adda0fd36101899.ssl.cf2.rackcdn.com/reading-guides/
RG-9780062839701.pdf

DEAN AT TA illustrated by ANSHIK A KHULL AR

THE BL ACK FL AMINGO

H O D D ER CHIL D R EN ’ S B O O K S 2019 (PB K ) 368PP £ 7.99 I SB N 97814 4 4948592

This novel in verse follows Michael, a gay black drag artist, from childhood to university, as he faces the
reality of being marginalised in modern Britain. Michael’s appealing voice keeps this a readable, enjoyable
novel, even as the text delves into difficult topics around racism, homophobia and consent. Khullar’s
illustrations are subtle but effective, often incorporating the feathers with which Michael identifies. A deep,
thoughtful book perfect for fans of Sarah Crossan and Meg Grehan.
READ ALSO: The Port X by Elizabeth Acevedo
SEE ALSO: dedicated resource in this pack

SARAH CARROLL

THE GIRL IN BETWEEN
SIMO N & S CH US T ER 2017 (PB K ) 256PP £6 .99 I SB N 9781471160622

‘I’m invisible. Ma says I’m supposed to be so the Authorities don’t get me.’ The opening lines of this novel
make you realise that this girl and her mum don’t lead an ordinary life. Theirs is a life lived on the streets,
but full of imagination, with the descriptions of the ‘Castle’ where they live. This is a story of homelessness,
but also the importance of family. An incredibly moving novel that doesn’t shy away from dealing with
difficult issues.
READ ALSO: Unbecoming by Jenny Downham
SEE ALSO: https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/550020/the-girl-in-between-by-sarah-carroll/

BRIAN CONAGHAN

THE WEIGHT OF A THOUSAND FEATHERS
B LO OM SB U RY YA 2018 (HB K ) 368PP £12.99 I SB N 9781408871539

Bobby is seventeen years old and cares for his mother, who has motor neurone disease, and his brother
Danny, while trying to keep up with his schoolwork and figure out who he really is. A powerful love story
about this unique family of three, as Bobby grieves for the family he had while hanging on to the bond
they share through music and humour. This beautiful novel deals sensitively with the topics of illness, love,
sexuality, dignified death and friendship.
READ ALSO: Notes on My Family by Emma Critchley
SEE ALSO: https://media.bloomsbury.com/rep/files/TWOATF_teacherpack_v2.pdf
https://cbi-junior-juries-archive.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/2019-Shadowing-Pack.pdf
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MOÏRA FOWLEY-DOYLE

ALL THE BAD APPLES
PEN G U IN R A ND OM H O USE 2019 (PB K ) 346PP £ 7.99 I SB N 9780241333969

All the Bad Apples is an unflinching feminist novel, telling the story of Deena and her family. In dealing
with challenging themes like physical, mental and religious abuse and Ireland’s twisted linkage of Church
and State, Fowley-Doyle’s writing is suitably dark, suitably angry. While this isn’t an easy read, it is a
worthwhile and necessary book, aiding teenagers in understanding the realities of life for women in Ireland
before the repeal of the eighth amendment. A solid story told in parts through magic realism.
READ ALSO: The Price Guide to the Occult by Leslye Walton
SEE ALSO:
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/567349/all-the-bad-apples-by-moira-fowley-doyle/
https://kpmg-childrens-books-ireland-awards.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/Junior-JuriesResourcePack-2020.pdf

MEG GREHAN

THE SPACE BETWEEN
L I T T L E I SL A ND B O O K S 2017 (PB K ) 182PP €9.99 ISB N 9781910411599

Is it possible that by cutting herself off from the world for a whole year Beth can discover a new life – a
better one? Grehan cups the storm of an anxiety ridden mind so perfectly within these pages that, at times,
you want to slam the book shut – until love and promise reel you back in. A unique work of poetic fiction,
The Space Between has the power to inspire a generation of future writers in a style too rarely found in YA
literature.
READ ALSO: We Come Apart by Sarah Crossan and Brian Conaghan
SEE ALSO: https://cbi-junior-juries-archive.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/2018-Shadowing-Pack.pdf
https://cbi-reading-guides-archive.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/CBI-ReadingGuide_Mind_Yourself.pdf

SARAH MARIA GRIFFIN

SPARE AND FOUND PARTS
T I TA N B O O K S 2018 (PB K ) 416PP £8.99 I SB N 978178565705 4

A post-apocalyptic Dublin is deftly conjured by the hands of Sarah Maria Griffin in this inspired YA-take
on the Frankenstein narrative. Teenaged Nell is struggling to find purpose and inspiration in her life,
overshadowed by the genius of her inventor father and artistic mother, whose death still haunts the Crane
household. Finding a spare mannequin hand on the beach, Nell decides on a drastic and dangerous project
that could alienate her from her family, friends and community. Lyrical, moving and beautifully written.
READ ALSO: Restore Me by Tahereh Mafi
SEE ALSO: https://preview.aer.io/Spare_and_Found_Parts-MTg5NzE=?social=1&retail=1&emailcap=0
https://www.harpercollins.com/products/spare-and-found-parts-sarah-mariagriffin?variant=32121980682274

HERGÉ aistrithe ag GABRIEL ROSENSTOCK

EACHTRAÍ TINTIN: TAISCE RAGA RUA
DA L EN ÉIR E A NN 2020 (B O G) 6 4LCH €9.95 ISBN 9781913573126

Greannán taitneamhach faoi Tintin agus a chairde spéisiúla i mbun eachtraíochta arís, ag iarraidh teacht ar
thaisce Raga Rua an uair seo. Aistriúchán iontach le Rosenstock a thugann gluaiseacht agus greann an scéil
leis agus pictiúir áille ann a léiríonn eachtraí ar long, faoi uisce agus ar oileáin éagsúla. Cuirfidh léitheoirí
spéis san aistriúchán cliste seo agus sna tagairtí cultúrtha Gaelacha.
LÉIGH FREISIN: Eachtraí Tintin: An tAonbheannach Mistéireach le Hergé agus Gabriel Rosenstock
FÉACH FREISIN: Éist le podchraoladh ar leabhar eile sa tsraith Tintin
https://www.clubleabhar.com/Eolas.aspx?kd=Nuacht&Lang=ga
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BONNIE-SUE HITCHCOCK

THE SMELL OF OTHER PEOPLE’S HOUSES
FA B ER 2016 (PB K ) 272PP £ 7.99 I SB N 9780571314959

A début novel from a great talent. Set in Alaska as 1969 turns into 1970 and featuring four protagonists –
Ruth, Dora, Alice and Hank – it is a tale of racial tension, poverty and growing up. It’s about conflict
between children and parents, between neighbours, between friends. Each character has a tale to tell and
a choice to make. This is one of the most poignant and poetic coming-of-age novels of this generation of
American writers.
READ ALSO: Little Bits of Sky by S.E. Durrant
SEE ALSO: dedicated resource in this pack

PATRICE L AWRENCE

ORANGEBOY

H O D D ER 2016 (PB K ) 432PP £ 7.99 ISB N 97814 4 4927207

Marlon was a good kid: quiet, studious, the type of kid people looked straight through; the exact opposite
of his older brother, Andre. All that changes when Sonya breezes into his life and Marlon has to find out
who the mysterious Mr Orange is. This is a frank and gripping study of teenage gang culture in London’s
inner city, seamlessly blending issues of drug abuse, violence and race with grief, loss and family life in the
wake of tragedy.
READ ALSO: Crongton Knights by Alex Wheatle
SEE ALSO: https://www.hayfestival.com/p-13493-patrice-lawrence.aspx?skinid=16
https://www.worldbookday.com/online-masterclasses/connecting-to-the-reader/
https://soundcloud.com/user-617965064/patrice-lawrence-in-conversation-with-the-national-literacy-trust
https://www.hayfestival.com/Uploads/Media/Wales/The%20Scribblers%20Tour/Scribblers%202020%20
lesson%20plan_Patrice%20Lawrence_English.pdf?cmsotmediahandler=522b3672-e642-4e5e-a6a0fb3474d80b27

CETHAN LEAHY

TUESDAYS ARE JUST AS BAD
M ERCIER PR E S S 2018 (PB K ) 256PP €12.99 ISB N 97817811756 4 4

Cork teenager Adam Murphy wakes after an unsuccessful suicide attempt to find himself with an
unnamed grumpy spirit companion that only he can see. As Adam recovers, he and his new sidekick must
grapple with friendships, dating, school, mental health and each other. The teen characters are warm,
eccentric and charmingly drawn, and the real treat of this book is the voice – the non-corporeal narrator
brings an arch, wry perspective to a story that handles serious issues responsibly and without recourse to
easy answers.
READ ALSO: Things I’m Seeing Without You by Peter Bognanni
SEE ALSO: https://cbi-junior-juries-archive.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/2019-Shadowing-Pack.pdf

ÉILÍS Ní DHUIBHNE

AISLING NÓ INÍON A
CO IS L IFE 2015 (B O G) 200LCH €10.00 I SB N 9781907494 499

Scéal spéisiúil chun ceisteanna tábhachtacha ár linne a phlé, an ginmhilleadh agus deighilt an phobail ina
thaobh go speisialta. Scéal faoi theacht in aois é ina dtosaíonn déagóir ag smaoineamh faoina cuid tuairimí
féin in ionad glacadh le tuairimíocht a muintire. Léiríonn an t-údar ar bhealach an-phearsanta an toradh
atá ag ár ndlíthe i dtaobh an ghinmhillte in Éirinn ar chailín amháin. Leabhar tábhachtach é seo chun
comhrá a thosú faoi cheisteanna ár linne atá conspóideach ach ábhartha agus tábhachtach freisin.
LÉIGH FREISIN: Nóinín le Máire Zepf
FÉACH FREISIN: Éist leis an bpodchraoladh ar Aisling nó Iníon A
https://www.clubleabhar.com/Eolas.aspx?kd=Nuacht&Lang=ga
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PEADAR Ó GUILÍN

THE CALL

DAV ID FI CKL IN G B O O K S 2016 (PB K ) 336PP ISB N 9781910989203

The Sídhe are a race that have been banished from Ireland and now live in the Greylands. They are angry
and decide to take revenge on the teenagers of Ireland. Three minutes is all the teens have to survive the
hunt of the Call. Nessa is struggling to protect herself from the Sídhe, as she has polio and is weaker than
most fourteen-year-olds. A thrilling fantasy tale full of excitement and unpredictable twists, gripping and
engrossing from the start.
READ ALSO: Cage of Roots by Matt Griffin
SEE ALSO: https://cbi-junior-juries-archive.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/2017-Shadowing-Pack.pdf

KENNETH OPPEL illustrated by JON KL ASSEN

THE NEST

DAV ID FI CKL IN G B O O K S 2016 (HB K ) 256PP £10.99 I SB N 9781910200865

The new baby in Steve’s family is sick – so sick that his parents have to go back and forth to the hospital
and Steve and his little sister are in the dark about whether it will even survive. Soon Steve’s usual anxietyriddled dreams start to take a strange turn, with visitations from strange beings of silver and light who
promise to make things better – but at what cost? A darkly dreamy tale dealing with issues of physical and
mental health, beautifully illuminated by Jon Klassen.
READ ALSO: Skellig by David Almond
SEE ALSO: https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/The-Nest/Kenneth-Oppel/9781481432337

ALICE OSEMAN

HEARTSTOPPER
H O D D ER CHIL D R EN ’ S B O O K S 2019 (PB K ) 262PP £10.99 I SB N 97814 4 4951387

Oseman’s powerfully expressive graphic art dominates this sweet love story, which is part of a YA
LGBTQ+ comic series about Charlie and Nick, students at the same all-boys school. Charlie is out and has
experienced bullying in the past. He works up the courage to break up with Ben, his overbearing boyfriend
who is ashamed of his sexuality, and things are looking up. When he meets Nick, friendship sparks, but
can it develop into something more? A heartwarming queer love story – Oseman’s characterisations are
brilliant and her artwork speaks volumes.
READ ALSO: the Lumberjanes series by Noelle Stevenson, Grace Ellis and Brooke Allen
SEE ALSO: https://books.google.ie/books?id=7O5wDwAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_
ViewAPI&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://cdn.hachette.com.au/resources/9781444951387-teachers-resources.pdf
https://cbi-reading-lists.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/CBI-Book-List-Rainbow-Reads.pdf

MAL PEET illustrated by EMMA SHOARD

THE FAMILY TREE

B A R R IN G TO N S TO KE 2018 (PB K ) 96PP £ 7.99 ISB N 9781781128053

A young man returns to his old family home where, seeing the crumbling treehouse, he recalls a painful
time in his childhood. This sensitively told story sees the companionship between a father and son slowly
eroded as depression and the disintegration of their family take over. The simplicity and sparseness of the
text are in direct contrast to the complexity of the story, making it all the more powerful. The watercolour
illustrations add to the overall beauty of this stunning and super-readable book.
READ ALSO: Good Boy by Mal Peet and Emma Shoard
SEE ALSO: https://issuu.com/barringtonstoke/docs/the_family_tree_chapter_samples
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ANDREW RAE

MOONHEAD AND THE MUSIC MACHINE
N O B ROW 2017 (PB K ) 176PP £12.99 I SB N 9781910620335

This graphic novel for older teens is quite literally out of this world. Moonhead is a dreamer and a
fantasiser – while his body may be in high school, his head is definitely out in space. This vivid and richly
illustrated graphic novel is a feast for the visual senses and takes the reader on a tongue-in-cheek-style visit
down the rabbit hole on a journey into Moonhead’s world. A great read for teens with a leaning towards
philosophy and an interest in art.
READ ALSO: Deadendia: The Watcher’s Test by Hamish Steele
SEE ALSO: dedicated resource in this pack

RANDY RIBAY

PATRON SAINTS OF NOTHING
S T R IPE S PU B L I SHIN G 2019 (PB K ) 384PP £ 7.99 ISB N 97817889515 48

A touching story of one boy’s determined quest for truth and justice after the death of his cousin,
supposedly as part of the brutal war on drugs in his home country. Jay leaves the comfort of the American
suburbs on an eye-opening journey to the Philippines, from the home of his uncle, a wealthy policeman,
to the slums of Manila. People are complex and nuanced, and Ribay is outstanding in the wisdom and
compassion of his portrayal of families, the privileged and the deprived.
READ ALSO: Long Way Down by Jason Reynolds and Chris Priestley
SEE ALSO: http://insight.randomhouse.com/widget/
v4/?width=600&height=860&isbn=9780525554929&shortCode=602453&author=Randy%20
Ribay&title=Patron%20Saints%20of%20Nothing&refererURL=www.penguinrandomhouse.com
https://soundcloud.com/penguin-audio/patron-saints-of-nothing-by

PAM SMY

THORNHILL
DAV ID FI CKL IN G B O O K S 2017 (HB K ) 5 4 4PP £14.99 I SB N 9781910200612

As she unpacks her old life in her new bedroom, Ella becomes fascinated with the old house she can see
from her window. It seems deserted – but that night a light goes on, and Ella resolves to investigate. Eerie,
compelling, engrossing and at times even disturbing, Pam Smy’s ghost story is a thing of beauty. Also a
story about friendship, kindness and love, it is fabulously illustrated with images that are striking in their
starkness, demanding engagement from the reader.
READ ALSO: Speak by Laurie Halse Anderson
SEE ALSO: https://youtu.be/ntrpmOOxiC0
https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781626726543

KEVIN STEVENS

A LONELY NOTE
L I T T L E ISL A ND B O O K S 2016 (PB K ) 256PP €9.99 I SB N 9781910411346

This title recounts the tale of Tariq, an Iraqi teen growing up in the American town of Monroe, Wisconsin.
Throughout the novel, Tariq faces a number of challenges related to religious acceptance and the navigation
between American culture and traditional Islam. His passive approach to solving challenges makes for a
complex protagonist; in the end, however, he grows up more than anticipated, establishing unexpected
friendships along the way. A compelling read about tolerance, family and bullying that is sure to keep teens
turning the page.
READ ALSO: Kiss the Dust by Elizabeth Laird
SEE ALSO: https://cbi-reading-lists.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/CBI-Book-List-Difficult+Changes.pdf
https://cbi-reading-lists.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/CBI-Book-List-Inclusivity-and-Representation.pdf
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DEIRDRE SULLIVAN

NEEDLEWORK

L I T T L E I SL A ND B O O K S 2016 (PB K ) 210PP €9.99 ISB N 9781910411506

Sixteen-year-old Ces longs to be a tattoo artist and embroider skin with beautiful images. But for now
she’s just trying to reach adulthood without falling apart. The difficult subject of child abuse – and its
devastating impact on its victims – is met head on in this brave book. The author explores the relationship
between Ces and her father, evoking deep empathy in us for the horror some youngsters endure.
READ ALSO: The Thing about Jellyfish by Ali Benjamin
SEE ALSO: https://cbi-junior-juries-archive.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/2017-Shadowing-Pack.pdf

MARY WATSON

THE WREN HUNT
B LO OM SB U RY YA 2018 (PB K ) 399PP £ 7.99 ISB N 9781408884935

Watson’s thrilling tale carefully intertwines the old and the new, mixing pagan traditions with modern
life. The protagonist of the tale, Wren, takes on an espionage-style mission behind enemy lines, only to
find romance blossoming in the walled gardens of Harkness House. Watson utilises Irish, interspersing the
language throughout the novel in a truly natural way, enriching the authenticity of this carefully crafted
story, which is not for the faint-hearted. Wren endures betrayal, unrequited love and harassment and
ultimately negotiates her problems alone.
READ ALSO: Scythe by Neal Schusterman
SEE ALSO: https://www.marywatsonbooks.com/the-wren-hunt

SHEENA WILKINSON

STILL FALLING

L I T T L E I SL A ND B O O K S 2015 (PB K ) 255PP £ 7.99 ISB N 9781908195920

Luke and Esther meet on his first day at their school when she helps him after he has an epileptic seizure.
An unlikely friendship develops between them, which quickly deepens into something more. Because of his
embarrassment about his epilepsy and his troubled past, Luke has a hard time opening up to people, and
Esther starts to think he doesn’t like her. A hard-hitting yet sensitive book that touches on a lot of issues
and makes for a very captivating read.
READ ALSO: Grounded by Sheena Wilkinson
SEE ALSO:
https://cbi-reading-guides-archive.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/CBI-ReadingGuide_Mind_Yourself.pdf

MÁIRE ZEPF

NÓINÍN

CO IS L IFE 2019 (B O G) 273LCH €10.00 I SB N 9781907494949

Úrscéal véarsaíochta cumhachtach a dhéanann ceist na sábháilteachta agus an chairdis ar líne a chíoradh
go híogair agus go healaíonta. Déantar beirt phríomhcharachtar, Nóinín agus a cara dílis Eimear, a
leanúint agus pléitear ceisteanna a bhaineann leis an ré dhigiteach i rith an scéil. Léirítear dhá thaobh an
scéil le linn an leabhair, rud a chuireann go mór leis an reacaireacht. Bainfidh idir dhéagóirí agus léitheoirí
fásta taitneamh as an leabhar seo, go háirithe as an gcur chuige turgnamhach a chuirtear i bhfeidhm lena
linn.
LÉIGH FREISIN: Labhairamach.com le hÁine Uí Fhoghlú
FÉACH FREISIN: an pacáiste acmhainní
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THE BLACK FLAMINGO
DEAN AT TA
illustrated by ANSHIK A KHULL AR

THE BL ACK FL AMINGO

H O D D ER CHIL D R EN ’ S B O O K S 2020 (PB K ) 368PP £ 7.99
ISB N 97814 4 4948608

SUMMARY
Growing up, Michael has always felt like he is never enough: not
black enough, not Cypriot enough, not masculine enough, not gay
enough and not able to be true to himself enough. As he embarks
on his first year in university, these feelings of not belonging
anywhere intensify – that is, until he meets Mzz Behaviour. In
Drag Society, Michael is finally free to explore who he really is
and who he is becoming, but will he have the nerve to finally show
his true self at the Drag Society Glitter Ball and take flight as the
Black Flamingo? A captivating verse novel that follows Michael’s
journey of self-discovery from child to young man. Fiercely told,
yet sensitively crafted, and touching on issues of racism, family
dynamics, homophobia, sexuality and gender identity, Dean Atta’s
tale skilfully weaves a compelling coming-of-age story that is
further enhanced by Anshika Khullar’s illustrations. Michael is an
unforgettable protagonist whose nuanced struggles with identity
throughout his life are believable and oftentimes raw, but always
effortlessly captured; his eventual strength to trust in himself to
blaze his own trail will ultimately capture any reader’s heart.

THEMES TO EXPLORE

ABOUT DEAN AT TA

•

Dean Atta’s début poetry collection was shortlisted for the Polari
First Book Prize. He was named one of the most influential LGBT
people in the UK by the Independent on Sunday. Dean’s work
often deals with themes of gender, identity, race and growing up,
and he has appeared on BBC One, BBC Radio 4, BBC World
Service, and Channel 4. Dean regularly performs across the UK
and internationally. He is a tutor for Arvon and Poetry School,
and a Keats 2020 Poet in Residence at Keats House. Dean is
based in Glasgow and is co-director of Scottish BAME Writers
Network.

•

•

ABOUT ANSHIK A KHULL AR
Anshika Khullar is a gender-fluid Indian illustrator based in the
south of England. Their art aims to uplift marginalised people of
all genders, races, sizes and abilities.

•

CURRICULUM SUGGESTIONS/LEARNING
OUTCOMES
•
•
•
•
•

•

developing literacy skills by engaging with diverse texts
and viewpoints
awareness of the importance of literary culture in the
context of national and personal identity
reading for aesthetic pleasure
the ability to think critically across different written and
oral contexts
analysis, interpretation and evaluation skills
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Heritage and culture: Michael experiences internal
conflict in relation to his familial heritage and the
cultures associated with both his mother’s and his father’s
ethnic backgrounds.
Family and belonging: Michael has a complex
relationship with his father (his parents separate when he
is a young child) and rarely communicates with him. His
uncle, on the other hand, is an essential role model for
him. His friendships are also incredibly important, both
to his sense of belonging and his developing identity.
Representation and individuality: Michael struggles to
develop a sense of himself as an individual while trying
to negotiate with and conform to society’s expectations
of him.
Sexuality and relationships: Michael explores his
sexuality throughout the novel, as does his best friend
Daisy, both of whom encounter positive and problematic
relationships.
Racism and stereotypes: several key incidents of racism
are depicted throughout the novel, particularly the scene
where Michael is being driven to university by his uncle,
and when Michael is mistaken for a drug dealer because
of his ethnicity. Moments like these within the text
provide excellent opportunities for discussion.

THE BLACK FLAMINGO

QUESTIONS

Music and Stars
1. Analyse the fight Michael is forced into with Alastair.
Can you relate to or understand the way he reacts?
2. Why is it important that Michael notices Daisy? He
likens her to the Barbie Goddess: do you think Michael’s
focus on appearances is problematic?
3. The author includes a poem by Maya Angelou. What do
you know about her?
4. When Faith and Destiny ask Michael if he’s gay, Faith
tells him that it’s a sin. Do you think that’s a common
belief these days?
5. Consider these ideas in the context of Michael’s evolving
friendship with Daisy:
• sexuality
• individuality
• personal experience
• identity as performance
6. Consider Michael’s granny’s reaction to his new hairstyle.
Why doesn’t she like it? Why is Michael so hurt?
7. Why do you think Daisy is so conflicted about her mixed
heritage?

Before You Read: Anticipating
1.

Look at the book’s cover. What do you think it means?
Do you think you can tell what the book might be about
just by looking at it?

2.

Think about the title. What does it mean to you? Does it
have any connotations or associations for you? Did you
know that such a thing as a black flamingo existed?

As You Read: Considering
As you engage with the text, keep a reading journal. Don’t just
summarise the events of each chapter: express your reactions to
those events and to the emotions of the central characters.
Prologue
1.

2.

What does the prologue mean to you?
•
Have you read other books with prologues?
•
Who do you think is speaking here?
•
Keep the idea of a fairy tale in your mind as you
read through the text.
Some of the pages in the text are black. Pay particularly
attention to these pages and ask yourself why the author
decided to present them in this way.

Coming Out
1. Talk about bravery and vulnerability in the context of
Michael coming out to Rowan, and in the context of
Kieran speaking to Michael about the letter.
2. Why do you think Michael is reluctant to address his
uncomfortable feelings surrounding Daisy’s comments
on race?

Barbies and Belonging
1. What do you make of the extended metaphor of the
black flamingo? Follow it through the text and see how
its meaning evolves.
2. Did you notice that the book is written in the present
tense throughout? Does that have an effect on the way
you read Michael’s story?
3. Think about the gifts Michael receives for his birthdays
in these early chapters. Do you think they represent who
he is or who other people expect him to be because he’s
a boy?
4. Consider the multiplicity of childhood experiences in the
text: are these experiences believable, relatable?
5. Why do you think Michael’s mother asks him to leave
Phoebe with her when he goes to his father’s house?
6 . Michael’s mother says ‘don’t let anyone tell you that you
are half anything’. Is this a significant statement in the
context of the whole narrative?
7. Michael is British, Cypriot and Jamaican. How much do
you know about each of those cultures?

Sweet Sixteen
1. On Michael’s sixteenth birthday, he’s upset when a group
of teenagers call out a phrase that he recognises from
Jamaican songs. Why is he upset? Do you know much
about what life is like for gay men and women in Jamaica
and in other countries around the world?
2. Do you think this incident is related to Michael
deciding to meet a guy on a dating app? If you knew that
one of your friends was going to meet someone for the
first time on their own, what would you say to them?
What do you think of Michael’s reflection on his own
behaviour?
3. Consider Michael’s family holiday in Greece.
•
Is it a space outside his normal life?
•
Does it matter that he cannot speak the
language of his mother’s family?
•
Does he see another aspect to his mother’s
character and history?
•
Why does his mother not want to translate
something his grandmother says to him?
•
When his grandfather says that it doesn’t matter
if the flamingo is black, what do you think he
means?

Sandcastles
1. Talk about the games Michael plays with his school
friends. Do you think all children play in order to find
out who they are?
2. Michael notices that when Anna plays with his Teenage
Mutant Hero Turtles, no one asks her why or comments.
Do you think girls have more freedom than boys when it
comes to crossing perceived and traditional gender roles?
3. Who are the positive role models in Michael’s life?
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THE BLACK FLAMINGO
After You Read: Ref lecting

Showbusiness
1. When Daisy and Michael go to the cinema to see
Moonlight, Michael says that he sees something of
himself on screen. How important is representation?
2. Consider the moment that Michael and Daisy’s
friendship falls apart. Do you find Daisy’s views
problematic? How would you react if a friend expressed
similar beliefs to you?

1.

Consider the following in relation to the characters and
events of the story – and consider your own thoughts and
experiences too:
•

race
gender
•
representation
•
prejudice
•
homophobia
•
self-expression
•
family
•
belonging
•
alienation
•
relationships
•
performance
•
identity
•
freedom
2. Explore the conflict between who Michael wants to be,
who he is and who others want and perhaps need him to
be.
3. Does his voice evolve and grow with his story?
4. Explore the different aspects of Michael’s identity: his
heritage, his sexual identity, his family, his friends. Are
these the things that make up your identity as well?
•

University
1. Consider the incident that occurs when Michael and
his uncle are on their way to the university, particularly
in the light of the Black Lives Matter movement. Has
anything like this ever happened to you or to anyone you
know?
2. Uncle B says that he always thought education and
money were going to earn him respect: so what do you
think it means to be black in the United Kingdom or in
Ireland?
3. Why does Michael introduce himself as Mike? Does
his identity become even more complex when he meets
people of complex heritage like himself?
Drag
1.

What does the term drag mean to you? Do you think it’s
become more mainstream in the last few years?
2. Do you understand what Michael means when he
questions his own reasons for wanting to know the drag
artists’ real names and real genders? Think about what
the idea of ‘real’ means here. Is it the same as biological?
As being authentic?
3. Focus on the passage where Michael talks about his locs.
Why do you think he feels so uncomfortable/insecure
about his hairstyle? Does it go deeper than appearances?
4. After Michael spends the night with Jack, Jack’s brother
Simon tells Michael that ‘back in our town, people
are restricted by family expectations and childhood
reputations’. What do you think he means by this? Does
it excuse Jack’s behaviour towards Michael?
5. Analyse Michael’s reconciliation with Daisy. Can you
understand why she felt the way she did before she met
her girlfriend? Do you think this excuses her behaviour?
6 . Analyse Kennie’s speech about the hierarchy of
attraction. Do you agree with him? Can you understand
where he’s coming from?
7. Michael decides that the definition of family is to feel
afraid but loved at the same time. Do you agree?
Glitterball
1. As preparations for the drag show ramp up, Katy asks
Michael about his act. He says he doesn’t want to pretend
any more. Talk about what he means and how a drag
performance and donning a costume might help him to
express himself and stop pretending.
2. Michael includes a list of names in his monologue – what
do they mean to you?
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ACTIVITIES
•
•

Draw up a list of key moments in the text. Why do you consider them to be pivotal moments?
Write about the importance of names in the text, particularly the different names that Michael is given or takes upon himself.

Poetr y
•
•

Focus on Michael’s poetry. What stories do his poems tell?
Write your own poem, your manifesto about something that’s important to you.

Fair y tales
•

In the prologue, Michael says that this story is a fairy tale in which he finds his own magic. Why do you think we tell fairy tales?
A famous critic called Bruno Bettelheim believed that we use fairy tales to teach ourselves how to behave in our societies. Do you
agree?
•
Research the idea of fairy tales by picking your favourite one and finding out why it has survived for hundreds of years.
•
Take a leaf out of Michael’s book and write your own fairy tale.

Drag
•
•

Research the history of drag as an artform.
Consider Michael’s monologue on how to do drag. Could you write a similar monologue on something that helps you express
yourself?

FURTHER RESOURCES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Podcast with Dean Atta talking about The Black Flamingo on Booklings Chat:
https://soundcloud.com/booklingschat/episode-39-dean-atta
CILIP Carnegie Medal Shortlist 2020 Shadowing resources:
https://carnegiegreenaway.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/CKG-2020-Reading-Resources_Black-Flamingo.pdf
Illustrator Anshika Khullar’s artwork: https://www.instagram.com/aorists/?hl=en
Dean Atta performing poetry from his verse novel (video):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cfl6JIIA6hA
Audio sample: https://www.harpercollins.com/products/the-black-flamingo-dean-atta?variant=32123529035810
Chapter samples: https://preview.aer.io/The_Black_Flamingo-MjYxMDEw?social=1&retail=1&emailcap=0
Discussion questions from the publisher:
https://www.hachette.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Black-Flamingo-Discussion-Questions.pdf
Children’s Books Ireland recommended reading list – Celebrating Difference:
https://cbi-reading-lists.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/CBI-Book-List-Celebrating-Difference.pdf
Children’s Books Ireland recommended reading list – Celebrating Families:
https://cbi-reading-lists.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/CBI-Book-List-Celebrating-Families.pdf
Children’s Books Ireland recommended reading list – Emotional Wellbeing:
https://cbi-reading-lists.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/CBI-Book-List-Emotional-Well-being.pdf
Children’s Books Ireland recommended reading list – Inclusivity and Representation:
https://cbi-reading-lists.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/CBI-Book-List-Inclusivity-and-Representation.pdf
Children’s Books Ireland recommended reading list – Rainbow Reads:
https://cbi-reading-lists.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/CBI-Book-List-Rainbow-Reads.pdf
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THE SMELL OF OTHER PEOPLE’S HOUSES
BONNIE-SUE HITCHCOCK

THE SMELL OF OTHER
PEOPLE’S HOUSES
FA B ER 2016 (PB K ) 272PP £ 7.99 ISB N 9780571314959

SUMMARY
The Smell of Other People’s Houses is set in the early 1970s
in Alaska, as the region is still coming to terms with the
consequences of achieving statehood in 1959. Told through the
interweaving first-person accounts of four central characters, it
offers insights into a place that is shaped as much by its emptiness
as it is by the people who live there. Ruth clashes with her
overbearing grandmother, attempting to watch over her little sister
while negotiating her first serious relationship. Grieving for her
absent, traumatised mother, and the life her family would have
had if her father had survived a tragic plane accident, Ruth yearns
for more. Dora lives with her friend Dumpling and her family,
constantly worrying that things will change again and she will
be left to fend for herself. An abusive father and a mother whom
she struggles to connect with have taught Dora that family is not
always the best choice for a good life. She wants to belong but she
struggles to trust the love offered to her by Dumpling and her
parents. Alyce longs to dance but she spends her summers fishing
with her father and her uncle because that’s simply the way things
have to be. It’s only in attempting to save someone else that Alyce
will see a way to negotiate a path between tradition, duty and her
dreams. Hank is running away because he sees how damaging
their current life is to his brothers. Like some of the other families
in the novel, his is falling apart. As young as he is, Hank is the
man of the house and he takes it upon himself to protect his
brothers and find a new life where they can be happy. As each of
these stories moves towards its conclusion, the myriad ways that
individuals can affect each other’s lives become apparent.

THEMES TO EXPLORE
•

•

ABOUT BONNIE-SUE HITCHCOCK
Born and raised in Alaska and a long-time journalist for Alaska
Public Radio, Bonnie-Sue Hitchcock spent ten years fishing
commercially and raised her children on a boat in Southeast
Alaska – bringing a rare authenticity to her writing about
America’s last frontier. She now lives in Lyons, Colorado, where
she’s slowly rebuilding her house after the catastrophic floods of
September 2013. The Smell of Other People’s Houses is her first
novel.

•

CURRICULUM SUGGESTIONS/LEARNING
OUTCOMES

•

•
•
•
•
•

developing literacy skills by engaging with diverse texts
and viewpoints
awareness of the importance of literary culture in the
context of national and personal identity
reading for aesthetic pleasure
the ability to think critically across different written and
oral contexts
analysis, interpretation and evaluation skills
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Poverty: the realities of socio-economic disadvantage
are conveyed through the experiences of each central
character, as across each of the family situations depicted
in the novel, readers are given diverse perspectives on the
hardships of life in Alaska.
Racism and intolerance: the experiences of indigenous
peoples and cultures are explored through the text, not
only from first-person perspectives but also through the
realisations of central characters as incidences of racism
are played out in realistic and emotionally authentic
ways.
Relationships: one of the central characters in the novel
experiences a teenage pregnancy and this is explored
in depth, not only through Ruth’s personal story but
from the point of view of her family history and the
cycles of disadvantage and disempowerment they have
experienced. Positive relationships are also explored.
Community: most of the central characters in the
novel experience feelings of isolation and alienation
but they also understand what it means to be part of a
community. Belonging and togetherness are key themes
throughout the novel, despite the fact that the characters
come from diverse backgrounds.

THE SMELL OF OTHER PEOPLE’S HOUSES

QUESTIONS

3.

Before You Read: Anticipating
1.
2.
3.

Dora talks about her failing that day: understanding
her mother, remembering that they never talk about
problems. Do you think she’s failed?

Chapter Three: Alyce
1.

Think about the title of the book. What does it mean to
you?
Write down all the things you know about Alaska, its
culture and its history.
Given that the book is set in 1970, what do you expect
the lives of the characters to be like?

2.

Think about the origin story Selma creates for herself;
do you think it’s important to know where you’ve come
from?
Describe Alyce’s routine on her father’s boat. Are you
surprised that she’s expected to work like this?

Chapter Four: Hank
1.

Think about what Hank’s mother says about his father:
that he was never home but his sons put him on a
pedestal. Can you understand why she might say this or
do you think it’s unjustified?
2. Think about the parallels between Ruth’s and Hank’s
lives. Would their lives have been different if their
parents or guardians had made different decisions?
3. Hank says that Sam is the poet of the family and that he
can keep their father alive, regardless of the facts. What
do you think he means by this?
4. Describe the moment on the deck of the ferry with the
lady who owns the chickens. What would you have done
in that situation?

As You Read: Considering
As you engage with the text, keep a reading journal. Don’t just
summarise the events of each chapter: express your reactions to
those events, and to the emotions of the central characters.

General
1.

Why do you think maps are included at the beginning of
the story?
2. Who are the poets referenced at the beginning of each
section of the book?
3. Do each of the characters’ narratives present, together, a
rounded image of the community?
4. As you go through the text, think about these things:
•
narrative points of view
•
‘outside people’
•
relationships
•
interior lives
5. Keep track of all the cultural references made in the text.
Do you know who Daniel Boone is? Were you surprised
that Alaska only became a US state in 1958? Research the
references you’re not familiar with and see if they alter
your understanding of the text and the characters.

Chapter Five: Ruth
1.

What do you think about the way Ruth’s pregnancy is
explored in the text?
2. Talk about what Ruth calls the secret language of adults.
3. Ruth’s mother thanks her father for saving her from a
string of words: rules, suffocating, serious, guilt, sin.
What do you think she means by this?
4. Why do you think Ruth feels that she and Dumpling are
standing on opposite banks of the same river?

Chapter Six: Dora
1.

Chapter One: Ruth

Chapter Seven: Alyce

1.

Why do you think Gran cuts Ruth’s hair?
2. Why do you think smell is such an important theme
throughout the book?
3. Ruth says that Lily and Bunny are old enough to know
where the lines are drawn – what do you think she means
by this?
4. What do you think about the discussion on fish camps at
the dinner table? Does it have racist undertones? Is there
a complex social hierarchy at work here?
5. Selma doesn’t live by the same rules as the rest of the
characters Ruth talks about, including herself. What
might those rules be?
6 . Do you think Ruth’s relationship with Ray is a healthy
one?

1.

2.

The way of the sea – ‘don’t ask, don’t tell’: why do you
think Alyce’s father and uncle remind her of this code?

Chapter Eight: Hank
1.

Describe Hank and Jack’s interaction with Phil, the
security guard who decides to help the brothers. What do
their conversation and reactions reveal about them?

Chapter Nine: Ruth
1.

Ruth sees a vast and empty space on her bus journey. Do
you get a sense of Alaska in the book?
2. Do you think a sense of place is important in a novel,
and in this one?
3. Ruth is sent to an abbey because she’s pregnant and
unmarried. Does this sound like a familiar narrative?
Can you draw any parallels between Alaska in 1970 and
Ireland in 1970?
4. Why does Ruth get so upset when she watches Hank/
Oscar with his brother?

Chapter Two: Dora
1.

Why is Dora so upset as she watches Dumpling and her
father together after the bus pulls off when Ruth leaves?

What does it mean to live in a village? Does it create a
sense of belonging? Or frustration?
Why is it unusual that Selma is willing to talk about her
life? Is it significant that she isn’t given her own chapters
in the narrative?
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After You Read: Ref lecting

Chapter Ten: Dora
1.

Talk about the scene where Lily tries to explain
Catholicism to Bunny. How is religion represented in the
text?

1.

Think about the following words and how they are
represented/discussed/experienced in the text:
•
poverty
•
race
•
childhood
•
class
•
domestic violence
•
education
•
culture
•
relationships/sex
2. Think about all the families in the story. Dora and Hank
escape their family homes but do you think they can
leave their families behind? Do they feel responsibility to
their families? Why does Hank try to keep his brothers
safe even though he’s a young teenager himself? How
does Dora feel about her mother? Why does Dumpling’s
family offer a safe space for Dora?
3. Think about the two different versions of family life Ruth
and Lily have experienced.
4. What do you think about the behaviour of the parents
and adults in the story?
5. What does the red ribbon mean? What does it symbolise?
6 . Think about what Dumpling says about children being a
gift to the whole village in her culture.
7. Did you know there is a difference between Indians and
Eskimos in Alaska? Do you know much about how these
communities have been treated historically? What about
now?
8. Think about the setting of the text – not just Alaska
but the neighbourhoods, the communities, the different
homes you see, the time in which the story takes place.
What differences and similarities do you see in terms of
your own life and your own society?

Chapter Eleven: Alyce
1.

2.

Alyce says that she’s lost all track of real time; it’s as if the
boat has become her whole world. Think about all the
worlds we access in the book. Does the author do a good
job of articulating the inner lives of her characters?
Look closely at the fight that Alyce has with Sam. Why
do you think she gets so angry with him? Why do you
think she finds it so hard to talk to her father about her
dreams?

Chapter Twelve: Hank
1.

2.

Hank talks about something his father once said about
how people can be inserted into each other’s lives. Do
you agree with this? Is it an important idea within the
book?
He also talks about the capacity of big and little things to
change us. What do you think about this?

Chapter Thirteen: Ruth
1.

Why is it important to Ruth that she gets to choose her
baby’s adoptive parents?

Chapter Fourteen: Dora
1.

2.
3.

Think about the conversation Dumpling’s dad has
with Dora about the rights of all Alaskans. Can you
understand why she doesn’t really see how it applies to
her?
Do you think Dumpling’s dad is right to tell Dora that
he blames himself for his daughter’s accident?
Do you think it’s significant that Dora can only bring
herself to ask Dumpling’s dad if she can always be a part
of their family after she talks to Ruth’s gran?

Chapter Fifteen: Hank
1.

Hank thinks Alyce dancing is the same thing as her
telling a story. Do you agree? What are the different ways
that the characters in the text find to tell their stories?

Chapter Sixteen: Alyce
1.

2.

What do you think about the idea of Alyce and Sam
saving each other? Do you think that applies to any of
the other characters in the book?
What does Hank mean when he says that watching Alyce
dance almost killed him?

Chapter Seventeen: Ruth
1.

2.

Ruth talks about how the world keeps on spinning even
after someone’s heart breaks. How do you think Ruth’s
experiences have changed her across the course of the
novel?
Is the novel’s ending satisfying? Would you change
anything?
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ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Pick five moments from the text that you consider to be key or pivotal and explain why.
Research life in Alaska, now and in 1970, looking at culture, literature, history, people, industry and so on. Focus particularly on
the lives and cultures of indigenous peoples in the state; what did you learn from the text and how could you find out more?
Look up Article 2 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights – do you think the characters in the text experienced all of these
universal rights?
What kinds of divisions do you see in the families and communities in the book? What connections do you see? Draw family
trees for each of the central characters and map their connections. Decide what family means to you: do you have to be related to
someone to count them as family?
Discuss the examples of racist behaviour in the story, such as Ray’s attitude towards indigenous people. What would you do to help
Ray change his perspective?
Think about the title of the book and how important the ideas of smells and memories are to the characters. Write about the smell
of other people’s houses and what that means to you.
Write a letter to Gran from Ruth where Ruth explains how she feels about Gran’s decision to send her to the abbey.
Write a letter to Ruth from Gran where Gran explains why she made her decision.

FURTHER RESOURCES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alaskan cultures: https://www.nativefederation.org/alaska-native-peoples/
Read an excerpt:
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/240592/the-smell-of-other-peoples-houses-by-bonnie-sue-hitchcock/
Listen to an excerpt: https://soundcloud.com/penguin-audio/the-smell-of-other-peoples-1
Children’s Books Ireland recommended reading list – Celebrating Difference:
https://cbi-reading-lists.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/CBI-Book-List-Celebrating-Difference.pdf
Children’s Books Ireland recommended reading list – Celebrating Families:
https://cbi-reading-lists.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/CBI-Book-List-Celebrating-Families.pdf
Children’s Books Ireland recommended reading list – Inclusivity and Representation:
https://cbi-reading-lists.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/CBI-Book-List-Inclusivity-and-Representation.pdf
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MOONHEAD AND THE MUSIC MACHINE
ANDREW RAE

MOONHEAD AND
THE MUSIC MACHINE
NOBROW 2017 (PBK ) 176PP £12.99 ISBN 9781910620335

SUMMARY
Joey Moonhead is a normal teenage boy in every way – except
that he has a moon for a head. This has its perks: when you have a
moon for a head it can, quite literally, take you out of this world,
into intergalactic reveries and dreamscapes, across constellations –
and then back into reality when your teacher calls your name for
attendance. But the downsides are just as intense: school bullies
and verbal insults are a daily occurrence for Joey and the few who
choose to be friends with him. So when the school talent show
advertises for sign-ups, Joey sees his chance to prove his worth and
put the bullies in their place.

ABOUT ANDREW RAE
Andrew Rae is an illustrator who uses simple hand-rendered line
and a combination of paper, felt pens, watercolour, iPad, iMac and
Wacom pads and screens to render irreverent images of characters,
ghouls, robots, machines and creatures that are used in an
editorial, publishing, advertising, animation and mural context.
He is a regular contributor to The New York Times magazine
and has worked for many clients worldwide including Apple, the
London Science Museum, Google and The Guardian. He was
art director on the award-winning BBC animation Monkey Dust,
his graphic novel Moonhead and the Music Machine is published
by Nobrow and he has illustrated This Is Warhol, This Is Dali,
Where’s Warhol? and My Crazy Inventions Sketchbook published
by Laurence King. He currently lives and works in London near
Highgate Cemetery.

THEMES TO EXPLORE
•
•
•
•
•

identity
self-expression and creativity
music
friendship
conformity

CURRICULUM SUGGESTIONS/
LEARNING OUTCOMES
•
•
•
•
•

developing literacy skills by engaging with diverse texts
and viewpoints
awareness of the importance of literary culture in the
context of national and personal identity
reading for aesthetic pleasure
the ability to think critically across different written and
oral contexts
analysis, interpretation and evaluation skills
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QUESTIONS

As You Read: Considering

Before You Read:
How Graphic Novels Work
Panels and Gutters
Graphic novels are laid out in a series of panels and the structure
of that layout can change from page to page. Consider the size and
shape of the panels in Moonhead.
1.

Do they ever overlap?

2.

Are the lines between them messy or precise?

3.

Are there images without any borders at all? Are they
important images?

Look at the gutters – the spaces between the panels:
4.

What do the gutters tell you?

5.

If they help the artist show the viewer/reader how
time passes or how things change, is that why they’re
important?

6.

What changes do you see through the gutters in
Moonhead?

Communication (Word Balloons)
and Description (Words and Images)
How does the artist deal with dialogue? Consider how they use
the following to represent communication between Moonhead
and the other characters, his friends and his parents – and also
how his inner monologues are depicted:
1.

Colour

2.

Lines (thick or thin?)

3.

Silence – how does the artist show us this?

4.

Description – are there words that no one speaks that tell
part of the story?

•

How does Rae depict emotion? How are the characters
brought to life?

•

What kind of colour palette does Rae use throughout
the narrative? Do you think there are creative reasons for
picking those colours?

•

2.

Consider the artist’s style. Does it remind you of art
you’ve encountered before?

3.

What’s your impression of Moonhead’s relationship with
his parents? Is he a relatable character? Do you think his
appearance is a metaphor for something?

4.

Why is Joey’s imagination so essential to him? Do you
think he feels understood in his life?

5.

As you move through the novel, examine the panels
carefully. What interesting details can you find (the cat
in the locker on page 22 for instance)?

6.

Consider Moonhead’s daydream sequence during the
school assembly. Do you think the artistic content is
appropriate? What are the differences between art and
pornography?

7.

What do you think of Moonhead’s view of his school
(and the wider education system) being like a factory
production line?

8.

What do you think of Moonhead and Socket’s
relationship?

9.

What do you think of the depiction of bullying in the
novel?
problematic for Doug that Melissa has strong moral
opinions?

11. Think about the events of the parents’ evening:

Every artist and illustrator is unique, producing work influenced
by multiple factors including other artists or their own
experiences. Think about the following:
Describe Rae’s style. Is it realistic or cartoony? Colourful
or muted?

What does the opening sequence mean to you? Do you
think it’s a dream sequence? If not, what else might the
author be trying to tell us with this sequence? Put words
to the opening sequence.

10. Consider Doug and Melissa’s relationship. Why is it

Artwork

•

1.

•

What do you think matters more to the school
principal – Joey’s future or the way in which his
results impact on the school’s reputation?

•

Would you describe Moonhead as ‘a lazyheart
and a dreamer’?

12. Consider each wordless sequence in the text – why do

you think the artist created them this way? Write text
and dialogue for each wordless sequence.

13. Think about the meaning of music in Joey’s story:

Pick a prominent colour in the novel and research its
origins and its symbolism.

•

How does the artist choose to represent it?

•

Research music that was considered subversive
in the decades before you were born.

•

Can music be revolutionary?

14. Why is it important that Joey creates his own musical

instrument?

15. Pick out the sequences of the story that are the most

cinematic. Could they be used as a storyboard for a film
scene?

16 . Is it significant that Moonhead’s combined efforts with

Ghost Boy are more successful than his attempt on his
own?
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ACTIVITIES

17. When Moonhead asks Ghost Boy why he wears a sheet,

Ghost Boy asks Moonhead why he has a moon for a
head. What does this exchange tell us about difference
and prejudice?

The Reading Experience
In groups, discuss how you as individuals read graphic novels. Do
you read images and text together? Or do you read all of the text
and then consider the images? Do you follow the structure or find
your own?

18. Do you think the artist’s visual representation of music

is successful? Why is the double-page spread where
Moonhead and Ghost Boy play the guitar different from
the rest of the text’s structure?

19. Why do you think Sockets feels alienated by Joey and

Comparison

Ghost Boy’s friendship?

How do the experiences of reading a traditional novel and a
graphic novel compare? How does reading a graphic novel differ
from watching a film? Are there similarities? Do you have a
preference? Do you think Moonhead would work in a traditional
text form? With that in mind:
•
Pick your favourite scene or the scene that appeals to you
most and rewrite it in short story form.
•
Write a detailed description of Moonhead, including his
personality and characteristics.
•
Think about the locations and backgrounds in
Moonhead – are they important?
•
Pick a single panel and ask yourself what you’re seeing –
and what you’re not seeing. If this was a film, where
would the camera be? Whose point of view are you
seeing from?

20. Describe what happens when Joey and Ghost Boy play

together – what happens to the kids in the audience?

21. Do you think the talent show is an opportunity for the

students to really express themselves and their individual
personalities? A famous literary critic called Mikhail
Bakhtin believed that festivals and communal events
offer us the chance to turn the dominant social order on
its head – research this concept and see if you think it
applies to the novel.

22. What is the significance of the change in the students’

individual appearances?

23. What do you think the Ghost Boys and Ghost Girls

represent?

After You Read: Ref lecting

Character Design

Think about what these words mean in the context of the novel:

Think about the following:
•
Find an example for Moonhead and one other character
that tells you about their personality. Is it something they
say? A gesture or an expression? A colour?
•
Design two characters of your own, in keeping with
Andrew Rae’s character designs for the novel. Draw
them, if you like, or write a description of them, talking
about their colours, their gestures, their appearance.

•

music

•

family

•

friendship

•

creativity

•

self-expression

•

bullying

•

prejudice

•

authenticity

FURTHER RESOURCES
•
•

•

•
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About the artist: https://www.andrewrae.info/
https://www.instagram.com/andrewjrae/?hl=en
Children’s Books Ireland recommended reading list –
Celebrating Difference:
https://cbi-reading-lists.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/
CBI-Book-List-Celebrating-Difference.pdf
Children’s Books Ireland recommended reading list –
Inclusivity and Representation:
https://cbi-reading-lists.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/
CBI-Book-List-Inclusivity-and-Representation.pdf
Children’s Books Ireland recommended reading list –
Graphic Novels:
https://cbi-reading-lists.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/
CBI-Book-List-Graphic-Novels.pdf

NÓINÍN
MÁIRE ZEPF

NÓINÍN

CO IS L IFE 2019 (B O G) 273LCH €10.00
ISB N 9781907494949

ACHOIMRE
San úrscéal véarsaíochta seo cuirimid aithne ar Nóinín,
gnáthdhéagóir a bhfuil spéis aici ina fón póca, agus gan mórán
spéise aici i ngnéithe eile dá saol scoile. Is cara mór léi í Eimear
agus feicimid an cairdeas eatarthu trí shúile Nóinín ar dtús. Téann
duine eile i dteagmháil le Nóinín gan choinne ar a fón póca agus
cuirtear tús le caidreamh nua spreagúil, dar le Nóinín. Roinneann
an duine nua seo roinnt eolais le Nóinín ach ní fhoghlaimímid
mórán fíricí fíora faoi go dtí go gcasann Nóinín air i lár an scéil.
Cruthaíonn an caidreamh nua seo teannas idir Nóinín agus a cara
Eimear agus mothaíonn Eimear ciontach ansin nuair a fhaigheann
sí an teachtaireacht chinniúnach ó fhón Nóinín. Sa dara leath den
leabhar cumhachtach seo, faighimid léargas ó Eimear ar an gcaoi
a dtéann sí i ngleic leis an drochscéal faoi Nóinín. Déanann a cuid
smaointe ceist na sábháilteachta agus an chairdis ar líne a chíoradh
go híogair.

EOL AS FAOI MHÁIRE ZEPF
Is údar í Máire Zepf a scríobhann leabhair don aos óg. Tá dhá
leabhar déag scríofa aici go dtí seo, idir phictiúrleabhair do na
leitheoirí is óige, úrscéalta staire agus Nóinín – an chéad úrscéal
véarsaíochta sa Ghaeilge do dhéagóirí. Chruthaigh sí sraith faoi
charachtar bríomhar darbh ainm Ríta (An tSnáthaid Mhór) i
bpáirt leis an maisitheoir Andrew Whitson. In 2015, d’fhoilsigh
Futa Fata Ná Gabh ar Scoil!, maisithe ag Tarsila Krüse. Tá an
leabhar sin aistrithe anois go seacht dteanga ar fud an domhain,
agus bhuaigh sé Gradam Leabhar na Bliana de chuid Chumann
Litearthachta na hÉireann agus Gradam IBBY. Tá duais ficsin an
Oireachtais bainte aici faoi dhó (do Lá Leis na Lochlannaigh in
2015 agus do Nóinín in 2018). Bhain Nóinín amach duais Leabhar
na Bliana i ngradam Leabhair Pháistí Éireann sa bhliain 2020.

TÉAMAÍ LE hINIÚCHADH

MOLTAÍ CUR ACL AIM/
CUSPÓIRÍ FOGHL AMA

Is féidir leas a bhaint as an scéal seo chun na réimsí seo a leanas
den fhorbairt phearsanta agus shóisialta a iniúchadh sa seomra
ranga:
•
Cad is brí le cairdeas sa ré dhigiteach?
•
Conas is féidir leat aithne cheart a chur ar dhuine a
mbuaileann tú leis/léi ar líne?
•
Conas is féidir a bheith sábháilte agus tú ag caint le
daoine ar an bhfón póca nó ar líne?
•
Cad iad na cearta atá againn agus na freagrachtaí atá
orainn i dtaca lenár gcairde?
•
Conas a chuireann an nós a bhíonn ag daoine
féinphictiúir a ghlacadh (agus a leasú!) leis an
bhféiníomhá atá acu?

An Pholaitíocht agus an tSochaí – cén t-athrú atá ag teacht ar
shaol sóisialta déagóirí i ré na teicneolaíochta? Cén t-athrú atá tar
éis teacht ar nósanna grianghrafadóireachta le blianta beaga anuas?
D’fhéadfaí an téacs a úsáid feisin chun na réimsí curaclaim seo a
leanas a iniúchadh:
•
Folláine – dúshláin agus athléimneacht. Conas a
thugann déagóir aghaidh ar dhúshláin ina shaol? Cad iad
na tacaíochtaí atá ar fáil do dhuine má tá siad buartha
faoi chara?
•
Litearthacht na Meán Digiteach: Sábháilteacht ar líne
Is féidir úsáid a bhaint as an leabhar sa chúrsa Gaeilge freisin:
• Seánraí éagsúla filíochta a phlé
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CEISTEANNA

13. Léigh leathanaigh 52–54. Cén freagra a thug Oisín ar an
14.

Ceisteanna faoin gclúdach
1.

2.

3.

15.

Cad is brí le ‘nóinín’? Tá slabhra nóinín ar chlúdach an
leabhair. Ar imir tú riamh cluiche le nóiníní nuair a bhí
tú níos óige? Cuir ceist ar dhuine sa bhaile.
Oscail amach clúdach an leabhair. Cad a cheapann tú
faoi na dathanna ar an taobh istigh? Cad a cheapann tú
faoi dhearadh an leabhair?
Tá croí ar chlúdach an leabhair. Cén cineál scéil a bheidh
ann dar leat?

16 .

17.
18.

Sula dtosaíonn tú ag léamh:
A g tomhas agus ag tuar
1.
2.

19.

Is leabhar saorvéarsaíochta é seo. Ar léigh tú leabhar den
chineál sin riamh roimhe?
Faigh amach eolas faoin údar Máire Zepf. Cén duais
mhór a bhuaigh sí le déanaí?

20.
21.

Le linn duit a bheith ag léamh:
A g déanamh machnaimh
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

22.

Oscail leathanaigh 3 agus 4. Déanann Nóinín cur síos
uirthi féin. Cad a cheapann sí fúithi féin? An duine
muiníneach í? An féidir leat ionannú a dhéanamh le
Nóinín?
Léigh leathanaigh 5–7. Labhraíonn Nóinín faoina saol
scoile. Cad a chuireann as di faoin scoil? An bhfuil scoil
Nóinín cosúil le do scoilse?
Oscail leathanach 8. Tá cur síos ar Nóinín agus a cara
anseo. Baineann an t-údar úsáid as cúpla samhail,
m.sh. ‘fóireann muid dá chéile cosúil le … Wifi agus
pasfhocal’. Roghnaigh ceann eile le cur síos ort féin agus
duine a bhfuil tú mór leis/léi.
Léigh leathanaigh 11–13. Céard atá á fhoghlaim ag
Nóinín ar scoil? An bhfuil spéis aici san ábhar sin? Ar
chuala tú trácht ar an gCóras Feodach roimhe?
Oscail leathanaigh 14–17. Tá cur síos ar chaidreamh
Nóinín lena máthair anseo. Conas mar atá an caidreamh
eatarthu?
Léigh leathanaigh 23–26. Conas a dtéann Oisín i
dteagmháil le Nóinín?
Léigh leathanaigh 28–30. Déan liosta de na rudaí atá ar
eolas againn faoi Oisín ag an bpointe seo.
Léigh leathanach 31. Conas a mhothaíonn Nóinín tar éis
di aithne a chur ar Oisín? Ar tharla sé sin riamh duitse?
Léigh leathanach 35. Conas a bhfuil a fhios agat go
bhfuil Nóinín mífhoighneach?
Léigh leathanach 38. Faigheann Nóinín grianghraf
d’Oisín. Cad a cheapann sí faoi?
Léigh leathanach 42. Tosaíonn Nóinín ag roinnt eolais le
hOisín faoina saol. Cén scéal a insíonn sí dó? Cad a deir
sé?
Leathanach 47. Conas a bhfuil a fhios agat go bhfuil
Nóinín buartha faoin ngrianghraf a sheoladh chuig
Oisín? Ar ghlac tusa riamh go leor féinphictiúir sular
phóstáil tú iad? Cén fáth?

23.
24.
25.

26 .
27.

28.

ngrianghraf?
Léigh leathanaigh 56–57. Déan liosta de na rudaí atá ar
eolas againn faoi Oisín.
Léigh leathanach 58. Cén dóigh a bhfuil a fhios agat go
bhfuil Nóinín ag smaoineamh ar Oisín agus nach bhfuil
sí ag smaoineamh ar mhórán eile? Ar tharla sé sin riamh
duitse?
Léigh leathanaigh 61–65. Conas mar atá caidreamh
Nóinín le hOisín ag cur isteach ar a caidreamh le
hEimear?
Léigh leathanaigh 70–71. Cén t-eolas pearsanta a
lorgaíonn Oisín ó Nóinín?
Léigh leathanaigh 72–73. Céard iad na cúiseanna imní
atá ag Eimear? An bhfuil an ceart aici dar leat?
Léigh leathanach 81. Cén t-athrú a thagann ar an
gcairdeas idir Nóinín agus Eimear?
Léigh leathanach 97. Cén bronntanas atá ceannaithe ag
Oisín do Nóinín, meas tú?
Léigh leathanaigh 111–114. Cé na héadaí a roghnaíonn
Nóinín don ócáid seo? Cén fáth? Cad a cheapann Eimear
faoi na héadaí?
Léigh leathanaigh 126–127. Cén dóigh a bhfuil a fhios
agat go bhfuil Nóinín mífhoighneach arís?
Oscail leathanach 134. Stopann an scéal anseo. Cad a
tharlóidh nuair a bhuaileann Nóinín le hOisín?
Oscail leathanach 135. Athraíonn an guth sa dara cuid
den leabhar. Cé atá ag labhairt linn anois?
Faighimid amach sa dara leath den leabhar go bhfuil
Nóinín ar iarraidh. Téigh siar ar an eolas ar fad atá
againn faoi Oisín (leathanaigh 28–30, 56–57). An bhfuil
a fhios againn an bhfuil na nithe sin fíor?
Léigh leathanaigh 154–156. Cén chaoi a dtéann an
drochscéal faoi Nóinín i bhfeidhm ar Eimear?
Léigh leathanaigh 161–166. Breathnaigh ar na focail
spréite amach ar an leathanach. Cad a insíonn sé sin
dúinn faoina meon?
Léigh leathanach 240. Tá cur síos ar an eachtra sa
nuachtán. An cur síos iomlán é seo, meas tú?

Tar éis duit é a léamh: A g smaoineamh siar
1.

2.

3.
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Téigh siar ar na réamhthuairimí a bhí agat ag an tús. Ar
chuir eachtraí an scéil ionadh ort? An raibh tú ag súil leis
an méid a tharla?
Léigh leathanaigh 243–248. Faighimid amach píosaí
eolais faoin droch-chaoi ar chaith ‘Oisín’ le Nóinín agus
ar an bpian a d’fhulaing sí. Conas mar a chuireann stíl
an úrscéil véarsaíochta leis an léamh ar an drochscéal
seo?
Léigh leathanaigh 271–273. Cumann Eimear manifesto
chun freagra a thabhairt ar dhearcadh Dheirdre. Léigh
é cúpla uair. Conas is féidir leat an manifesto seo a úsáid
chun comhairle a chur ar dhaoine cairdeas sábháilte a
chothú le daoine eile?

NÓINÍN

GNÍOMHAÍOCHTAÍ AGUS DÚSHLÁIN BHREISE
•

Filíocht lánmhúchta: roghnaigh leathanach sa leabhar. Le marcóir dubh, scrios amach cúpla focal ar an leathanach chun do véarsa
féin a chumadh.
Os cionn na bhfocal atá lánmhúchta agat, roghnaigh téarma nua.
Roinn na véarsaí nua leis an rang.
Dúshlán: Díospóireacht ‘Is cairdeas bréagach é an cairdeas ar líne’
I ngrúpaí de cheathrar pléigh an rún ar dtús. Scríobh amach pointí a thacaíonn leis an rún agus a easaontaíonn leis.
Beidh ar chúpla grúpa taobh amháin den díospóireacht a ghlacadh. Bain úsáid as roinnt de na nathanna seo a leanas
Creidim go láidir
Is fiú a chur san áireamh
Is cinnte go bhfuil
Bí réidh do na tuairimí malartacha ó foirne eile. Féach ar an gcéad liosta a rinne tú den dá thaobh den argóint. Conas a rachaidh tú
i ngleic leis na tuairimí eile? Bí réidh le freagairt dóibh. Bain úsáid as roinnt de na nathanna seo a leanas:
Níl ann ach seafóid!
Níl mé ag teacht leis an tuairim sin in aon chor!
Caith uait an ráiméis sin!
Is féidir díospóireacht siúlóide a chur ar bun. Seasann an dá fhoireann ar dhá thaobh den seomra. Seasann an chuid eile den rang
sa lár. Éistfidh na daltaí sa lár le gach pointe. Má aontaíonn siad go mór leis an bpointe atá á rá ag foireann amháin, tógfaidh siad
coiscéim ina treo. Má aontaíonn siad beagán leis, tógfaidh siad coiscéimín. Tá an dá fhoireann ag iarraidh a oiread daltaí agus is
féidir a mhealladh chucu.

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

TUILLEADH ACMHAINNÍ
•
•

Pacáiste Áiseanna na nGiúiréithe Sóisearacha 2020/Junior Juries Resource Pack 2020:
https://kpmg-childrens-books-ireland-awards.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/Junior-Juries-ResourcePack-2020.pdf
Breathnaigh ar shuíomh Mháire Zepf. Cad iad na leabhair eile atá scríofa aici? An bhfuil aon cheann eile léite agat?
https://www.mairezepf.com/
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RESOURCE PACKS
Hi everyone!
My name is Juliette Saumande. I’m a writer, facilitator
and translator, but most importantly, I’m your school’s
first-ever Champion of Reading!
What does it mean? It means I’m going to help you
all have fun with books of all kinds. For now, I’ll be
sharing some activities from my house to yours, but
when school reopens and we’re all settled in again, I’ll
come in and meet some of you in real life. We’ll chat,
we’ll make stories and pictures and we will (probably)
make some noise.
Until then, stay home, stay safe and I’ll see you on the
other side!
Juliette

Any-Book
Book Club

The

Boredom busters that work with
any book you have lying around

About this project

About Children’s Books Ireland

The Smurfit Kappa Foundation and
Children’s Books Ireland are working
together to support your school and will
provide great new books for your school
library as well as a Champion of Reading to
encourage reading throughout the school.
Juliette Saumande is the Champion of
Reading for Drimnagh Castle Primary
School in Dublin.

At Children’s Books Ireland, we believe that
every child should have access to the joy of
reading, regardless of their circumstances.
Our mission is to make books central to
every child’s life on the island of Ireland.
We work with families, teachers, libraries,
publishers and communities all across the
island to get books into children’s hands
and to inform adults who can make a big
impact on their reading. We advocate for
the changes Ireland needs to grow a new
generation of readers, and we support artists
so that they can make excellent work for
children and young people. Sign up to our
newsletter to stay in touch!

About the Smurfit Kappa Foundation
The aim of the Smurfit Kappa Foundation
is to fund projects in the communities in
which they operate, particularly those which
are sustainable and focus on helping children
through health and nutrition, basic care and
early education.
smurf itkappafoundation.com

childrensbooksireland.ie
#Ever yChildAReader
@KidsBooksIrel
@kidsbooksirel

A BIG thank you to Adéle O’Connor, Aidan O’Connor,
Fiadh Ryan and Sadhbh Ryan for their boundless creativity!

@childrensbooksireland
Children’s Books Ireland
don’t forget to share your creations using

#AnyBookClub
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you’re never too young to enjoy a book

www.childrensbooksireland.ie
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POLITICS AND Activism

POSITIVE First
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Guaranteed Irish
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Mystery
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for further reading,
go online to
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